
The Oneder Boost may be the first boost of its kind, featuring two 
levels of boost and even a secret fuzz switch all inside of a tiny, 
one-knobbed pedal. Even if it's not the first, it's definitely the 
coolest. Choose between a single clean boost circuit that tightens 
low end and adds sparkle, or throw the toggle switch up to activate 
a SECOND boost in the chain, creating a gnarly dirty boost that is 
reminiscent of a cranked American amp from the 1960s. If you're 
feeling froggy, flip the secret switch on top of the pedal with a small 
screwdriver to turn the dirty boost into a spitty, old-school sounding 
two-transistor fuzz! No need to open the pedal or mess with 
anything internally. Add another gain stage (or two) to another dirt 
pedal by putting the Oneder Boost first, or use it for a solo boost by 
putting it later in your chain! This boost is no one-hit Oneder.    

9V DC center negative power only (not included). Any other power 
source may cause damage and will void warranty. Current draw 
less than 100mA. Isolated power is recommended. This pedal 
does not accept batteries.



Level - Controls the output level of the Oneder Boost.

Mode Toggle - Toggle switch DOWN for a single, clean boost to tighten low 
end, add sparkle, and some extra grit when cranked. Toggle switch UP to add a 
second boost into the circuit, for a lot more dirt and sustain. This mode's level of 
breakup will vary depending on your instrument's pickups.

Fuzz Switch (hidden on top side of pedal, recessed) - changes the sound of 
the toggle switch UP setting, accessible with the included small screwdriver. 
Default setting is with the switch slid toward the center of the pedal (dirty 
boost). GENTLY (this switch is plastic) slide the switch toward the outside of the 
pedal to change the dirty boost into a vintage-voiced, spitty, two-transisitor fuzz. 
Remember: the main toggle switch needs to be in the UP position to hear what 
happens when sliding the recessed fuzz switch!  

CONTROLS



WARRANTY INFO

Oneder Effects pedals are covered under warranty for materials and workmanship for
1 year after date of shipment, tied to the original owner only. Warranty is non-transferrable.
Pedals under warranty will be repaired for no charge. If a pedal is found defective within 
30 days of purchase, we will provide a shipping label. In the event of a non-warranty repair, 
the customer is responsible for the cost of parts, labor, and return shipping.

Cause of any defect or malfunction is determined at our discretion. The warranty covers
manufacturing defects as well as mechanical or electrical failure. Warranty does not
cover liquid damage, scratches and dents, use of the wrong power supply, or other forms
of misuse. 

Contact us at onedereffects@gmail.com or through a contact form on our website to initiate 
a repair. Be as thorough as you can be about your setup, power supply, and the issues you
are having with the pedal. Things happen, but we want to make sure we get it
right so you can enjoy your gear!


